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This report has been prepared on behalf of Surrey County Council, in support of the 

planning application for Heathside Walton-on-Thames, being submitted by the 

Department for Education.  
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1. Background 

1.1 Under Part 1, Schedule 3, Section 13 of the Education Act 1996, Surrey County 

Council (‘the Council’) has duties to: 

“secure that efficient primary education, and secondary education are 

available to meet the needs of the population of their area”. 

1.2 The Council does this by making assessments of the need for school places, 

funding the expansion of existing schools, including through Basic Need Capital 

Allocation received from the Department for Education (DfE) and, following the 

Education Acts of 2010 and 2011, by supporting the establishment of new 

provision, through the Free School route. The Council is not due to receive Basic 

Need Capital Allocation in the coming financial years and therefore, the 

establishment of a Free School, funded by central government, is supported by 

the Council to meet an identified shortfall of secondary school places in 

Elmbridge from September 2021 onwards. Opportunities to expand existing 

schools have also been exhausted. This is discussed in more detail later in this 

report and set out in the Green Belt Site Locational Assessment (‘GBSLA’) 

submitted in support of the planning application. 

1.3 In January 2018, the Council published its School Organisation Plan (“SOP”) for 

2018 to 2027, setting out the policies and principles underpinning school 

organisation in Surrey. The SOP forecasts the supply and demand for school 

places over a ten-year period, starting from 2018, and highlights the geographical 

areas this will impact and the Council’s plans to manage this. 

1.4 Surrey covers a large geographical area and so in order to carry out pupil 

forecasts effectively, the county must be split up into different ‘planning areas’. 

Any decisions on changes to school provision (such as the expansion or 

contraction of schools) are taken within the context of these planning areas.  

1.5 Provision of a new secondary school in Elmbridge is a central part of the 

Council’s plans to secure sufficient secondary provision in Elmbridge. The 

proposed Heathside Walton-on-Thames falls into the Elmbridge Secondary 

planning area, which mirrors the administrative boundaries of Elmbridge Borough 

Council. 

1.6 There are five existing secondary schools in Elmbridge. Catchments were 
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introduced by agreement between the schools in 2010 and admissions criteria 

now give priority to pupils living in these areas. Catchment arrangements can be 

found in Appendix 1. It should be noted that these will require revision once 

Heathside Walton-on-Thames opens. 

1.7 The capacities of the five secondary schools are as follows: 

School Total capacity as of 

March 2019 (Year 7-11) 

Total PAN1 as of March 

2019 (Year 7) 

Cobham Free School 360 48 

Esher High School 1,200 240 

Heathside, Weybridge 1,050 210 

Hinchley Wood 1,050 210 

Three Rivers Academy 1,500 300 

TOTAL 5,160 1,008 

Table 1 - Total capacity and Yr7 entry capacity of Elmbridge secondary schools 

1.8 Schools operate most efficiently and effectively when full or nearly full. To this 

end, the Council seeks to keep the number of vacant places (those that are 

surplus to requirements) to a minimum. It is Council policy that before 

commissioning additional provision, or supporting a new Free School proposal, it 

will consider whether demand could be met through use of latent and vacant 

capacity in neighbouring planning areas, where these are within a reasonable 

distance.  

1.9 The Council supports Heathside Walton-on-Thames because there is a well-

documented and robustly supported need for additional secondary school places 

in Elmbridge especially in the northern catchment area from September 2021 

onwards. 

 
  

                                            
1 Published Admission Number 
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2. Forecasting – Birth Rate 

2.1 Birth data collected by the Office for National Statistics is central in forecasting 

demand for pupil places. The birth rate in Elmbridge began to rise significantly in 

2006. It peaked in 2010 with 1,890 live births and, although the rate has not 

reached this number since, it has not fallen to the point it was at in 2005, which 

was around 1,600 births. 

Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Births 1,629 1,732 1,773 1,783 1,760 1,890 1,879 1,826 1,848 1,785 

Reception 
in 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Year 3 in 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Year 7 in 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Table 2 - ONS Birth Data for Elmbridge Borough Council 

2.2 The impact of the rising birth rate began to be felt in the primary sector as early 

as 2009 when the Council began its extensive capital programme of adding 

permanent expansions and bulge classes, (larger class-sizes or temporary 

expansions), to many schools in Elmbridge, in order to provide sufficient places 

in Reception classes. This programme has been effective and the Council now 

has enough primary places across the Borough to meet the forecast demand 

over the next few years. 

2.3 The pressure felt in the primary sector is expected to move to the secondary 

sector in 2020/21.  
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3. Forecasting – Other factors  

3.1 Other factors included by the Council in forecasting demand for pupil places are: 

new housing, pupil movement trends, primary pupil census numbers, the 3-year 

migration trend and local knowledge. These trends are combined with birth and 

housing data in specialist demographic forecasting software called 'Edge-ucate', 

which creates pupil projections or forecasts. These pupil projections allow the 

Council to commission adequate educational provision to ensure that every 

Surrey child who requires a school place is offered one. 

3.2 When looking at projections it is important to understand that these forecasts are 

not statements of fact. However, the Council has an excellent record in producing 

accurate forecasts, and in 2016, forecasts for the total school-aged population 

achieved 99% accuracy for the county, meaning a margin of error of only 1%. 

3.3 Surrey County Council receives a particularly high proportion of speculative 

applications – whereby, an offer on 1 March is rejected in favour of an out of 

county grammar or independent place. The current three year trend for this 

‘fallout’, suggests that up to 12% of students are not taking up their allocated 

places. For example, for September 2019 entry, offers were made to 1,143 

pupils, whereas only 1,018 are expected to be on roll at the October 2019 

census. However, as the quality of the local offer improves and neighbouring 

authorities report a shortfall of places, it is anticipated that the fallout rate will 

reduce over time.  

3.4 The Audit Commission recommends that there should be approximately a 5% 

surplus of places in an area to allow flexibility in responding to parental 

preference and to account for unexpected changes in pupil numbers (such as 

pupils moving into the area). DfE allows for a 2% surplus in its calculations of 

Basic Need Capital Allocation.



4. Forecast 

4.1 Table 3 identifies the Council’s forecast deficit of Year 7 pupil places from September 2019 to September 2027. Scenario 1 

shows the deficit using the housing trajectory of extant planning permissions, using data recently supplied by Elmbridge, and 

the adopted Development Plan allocations. Scenario 2 includes additional housing, based on increases in the strategic housing 

target in the Elmbridge Draft Local Plan. Scenarios 3 and 4 show the impact of applying either the Audit Commission’s 

recommended 5% surplus or the DfE’s recommended 2% surplus, respectively. 

Year 

PAN 

Yr7 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 

Scenario 3 

applies Audit 

Commission’s 

5% surplus 

Scenario 4 

applies DfE’s 

2% surplus 

Demand Deficit Demand Deficit Demand Deficit Demand Deficit 

2019-20 1,008 1,027 19 1,038 30 1,078 70 1,048 40 

2020-21 1,008 1,016 8 1,031 23 1,067 59 1,036 28 

2021-22 1,008 1,087 79 1,114 106 1,141 133 1,109 101 

2022-23 1,008 1,174 166 1,208 200 1,233 225 1,197 189 

2023-24 1,008 1,185 177 1,223 215 1,244 236 1,209 201 
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2024-25 1,008 1,124 116 1,166 158 1,180 172 1,146 138 

2025-26 1,008 1,103 95 1,149 141 1,158 150 1,125 117 

2026-27 1,008 1,070 62 1,119 111 1,124 116 1,091 83 

2027-28 1,008 1,038 30 1,098 90 1,090 82 1,059 51 

Table 3 - Shortfall of secondary places in Elmbridge to 2027 

4.2 Currently, there is only just sufficient capacity in Year 7 in Elmbridge and the Council has been monitoring the situation closely. 

The Council is working closely with local secondary schools in order to ensure that a sufficient number of secondary places are 

available to meet the demand in 2019 and 2020. Beyond that, the Council requires additional capacity and supports Heathside 

Walton-on-Thames in helping to address this.  

4.3 Under Scenario 1, the forecast shows that, without Heathside Walton-on-Thames, in 2021 there will be a shortfall of 79 

secondary places in Year 7 and this would rise to 166 in 2022. 

4.4 The Council is particularly supportive of locating the school in the north of the borough. The diagram below plots postcode 

information for pupils in Year 4 as of September 2018 (who will enter Year 7 in 2021). It also shows the location of the five 

secondary schools in Elmbridge, with the bulk being in the middle of the borough. The proposed site for the school is well-

located to serve demand from the Moleseys and Walton-on-Thames. 
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Figure 1 - Scatter diagram of post code data for 2021 Year 7 entry 



 

5. Expansion of existing schools 

5.1 Elmbridge secondary schools have been expanded over a number of years 

through of range of capital expansion projects.  

5.2 Esher High School was built as a 900 pupil place school (PAN 180) but from 

September 2009 it admitted 210 students and then in 2010 it admitted 240 in 

Year 7, through additional on-site temporary accommodation. In 2013, approval 

was obtained for permanent expansion of Esher High School to a PAN of 240 

from September 2015, in a project that was managed and funded by Surrey 

County Council. 

5.3 Three Rivers Academy (formerly known as Rydens Enterprise School) was 

rebuilt and expanded to 10FE and began accepting 10FE in Year 7 from 

September 2018 onwards.  

5.4 Cobham Free School provided capacity of 2FE (48 places per year) from 

September 2014 and is due to expand to 4FE when it relocates to its permanent 

premises in September 2021, providing 96 places. 

5.5 The two remaining secondary schools in the Borough, Heathside Weybridge and 

Hinchley Wood, are both 7FE schools with large sixth forms. They each provide 

210 places per year in the 11-16 cohorts and approximately another 230 sixth 

form places at each school. 

5.6 Hinchley Wood School is not proposed for expansion due to site size constraints. 

The school is also in close proximity to the neighbouring borough of Kingston-

upon-Thames and therefore, if expanded, the number of pupils from the 

neighbouring borough will likely increase, rather than serving the demand within 

Elmbridge. 

5.7 The Council has considered various schemes to further expand Esher High 

School and/or Heathside Weybridge over the years. However, the cost of 

expansion, site restrictions and planning considerations have prevented any 

further development of these schools. This is discussed in more detail in the 

Planning Statement and the Green Belt Site Locational Assessment submitted in 

support of the planning application.  
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5.8 No single existing school is on a site large enough to expand by an amount that 

will meet the forecast shortfall in places and to do several individual projects 

would be extremely costly to the public purse and to the Surrey tax payer.  

5.9 Historically, DfE provided Basic Need Capital Allocation for additional school 

places in Elmbridge, however – this has not covered the total cost of the 

Council’s school capital programme, nor would it enable multiple secondary 

expansion schemes of this type. 

5.10 It is far more economical to build a new school than to try and add infrastructure 

to existing buildings, some of which are old and not ideal for expansion. 

5.11 Further, as all Elmbridge secondary schools are academies, they either outright 

own or lease their land and buildings and act as their own admissions authority. 

Not all academy Trusts would necessarily be willing to expand further, they would 

have negotiating power and they might refuse to accept a minimal ‘basic need’ 

expansion project and request a much more costly investment in their wider 

estate.  
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6. Conclusion 

6.1 The Council’s robust forecasting has identified a severe shortfall of secondary 

places in Elmbridge from 2021 onwards. Currently, there is only just sufficient 

places for Year 7 entry. Until now the Council has been able to ensure there is 

sufficient capacity by expanding existing schools or using bulge classes; 

however, this cannot continue beyond September 2020.  

6.2 Due to increasing birth rates, there is a pressing need for additional capacity in 

Elmbridge, particularly in the north of the Borough where the new school is 

proposed. Given the higher housing target that is likely to be adopted through the 

emerging Local Plan, this is only going to increase. Surrey County Council 

therefore strongly supports this new school and considers that the proposed site 

is well-placed to serve the demand for pupil places in Elmbridge.  
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Appendix – current catchments  

 
Hatched area is area of shared catchment for Three Rivers and Esher High) 

 


